Abstract-We will demonstrate a distributed recursive method, i.e., Lexical Link Analysis (LLA) and an infrastructure, i.e., Collaborative Learning Agents (CLA) to discover high-value information. The combined system is a unified methodology of discovering high-value information from structured and unstructured heterogeneous data sources. We will demonstrate the LLA/CLA system using a crowdsourcing data source and show how it can be used to discover new knowledge for a widening range of applications and heterogeneous data types.
I. INTRODUCTION
Traditionally in social networks, the importance of a network node as one form of high-value information, for example, the leadership role in a social network [1] [2] is measured according to centrality measures [3] . Among various centrality measures, sorting and ranking information based on authority is compared with page ranking of a typical search engine. Current automated methods such as graph-based ranking used in PageRank [4] , require established hyperlinks, citation networks, social networks (e.g., Facebook), or other forms of crowd-sourced collective intelligence. Similar to the PageRank algorithm, HITS algorithm [5] , TextRank [6] and LexRank [7] have been used for keyword extraction and document summarization. The authority of each node is determined by computing an authority score that equals the number of times cited by the other nodes [4] .
However, these methods are not applicable to situations where there exist no pre-established relationships among network nodes. For example, there are few hyperlinks available in military application data or public social media data. This makes the traditional centrality measures or PageRank-like methods difficult to apply. Furthermore, current methods mainly score popular information and do not rank emerging and anomalous information which might be more important for some applications; for instance, resource management professionals may need to identify emerging information to best allocate resources, anticipate and forecast upcoming events and maximize the return of investments. Another example is that crowdsourcing and distributed collaboration are becoming increasingly important in driving production and innovation in a networked world. It is important to identify innovative ideas using crowdsourcing.
We will demonstrate a novel distributed recursive method, i.e., Lexical Link Analysis (LLA), and an infrastructure, i.e., Collaborative Learning Agents (CLA) to discover high-value information [8] [9] . The contribution of this work and demonstration is that the LLA/CLA is a unified system for discovering high-value information from structured, unstructured and heterogeneous data sources. The definition of high-value information can vary depending on the applications; however, we can apply the LLA/CLA to categorize any information into popular or authoritative, emerging and anomalous ones. Such categorization can greatly facilitate the discovery of high-value information in different application domains. LLA is implemented using Collaborative Learning Agents (CLA) in a parallel and distributed fashion. The LLA/CLA system do not need labeled training data and is an unsupervised learning system.
II. LEXICAL LINK ANALYSIS (LLA)

A. LLA as a Text Analysis Tool for Unstructured Data
By leveraging the infrastructure of CLA in conjunction of the LLA algorithm, data are categorized, ranked, and sorted in globally interplayed social and semantic networks. In a LLA, a complex system can be expressed in a list of attributes or features with specific vocabularies or lexicon terms to describe its characteristics. For example, word pairs or bi-grams as lexical terms can be extracted and learned from a document repository. Fig. 1 shows an example of such a word network discovered from data. "Clean energy", "renewable energy" are two bi-gram word pairs. For a text document, words are represented as nodes and word pairs as the links between nodes. A word center (e.g., "energy" in Fig. 1 ) is formed around a word node connected with a list of other words to form more word pairs with the center word "energy". adjective; and 2) stemming, i.e., reducing derived words to their word stem.
Step 2: Select word pairs in a sentence or paragraph level based on the bi-gram parameters of the following:
• The probability of one word next to another word
• The minimum frequency for each individual word Step 3: Apply a social network community finding algorithm, for example, the Newman community detection method [2] , to group the word pairs into themes or topics as if they are in a social community. A theme includes a cluster or community of word pairs connected to each other.
Step 4: Compute an importance measure for each underline entity (e.g., a domain, a page, or an object etc.) and sort them by the importance measure. The importance measure is a variation of the Q-value for modularity discussed in Section IV. [1] , and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [15] . LDA uses a bag of single words (e.g., associations are computed at a single word level) to extract concepts and topics. BOW methods often require spectral clustering [16] type of algorithms which can be expensive to implement in a parallel and distributed fashion (e.g., a Big Data environment). LLA uses bi-gram word pairs as the basis to form word networks. The semantic spaces and latent information are represented using the word pair clusters or themes since each cluster include word pairs that are correlated. For example, in Fig. 1 , "renewable" is correlated with "wind power" because they are in the same cluster. 
B. Extended LLA to Structured Data
Bi-gram also allows LLA to be extended to data other than text (e.g., numerical or categorical data from traditional database) where pre-processing steps such POS or stemming may not be meaningful. For example, for structured data such as attributes from databases, they can be discretized or categorized to word-like features. For example, word features "age_older_than_65" and "gender_female" can be generated from the "age" and "gender" attributes. LLA can be performed for the attributes (e.g., age and gender) jointly with the measurements for these attributes (e.g., "older than 65" and "female"). We call such a combination of an attribute and its value a word feature. Two word features "age_older_than_65" and "gender_female" can be together as a "bi-gram" from a data set. For example, the pair could be used to describe a characteristic or pattern for a certain fraction of people in a data set: 40% of people are older than 65 are also female.
The word pair model can further be extended to a contextconcept-cluster model [17] . In this model, a "context" is a word or attribute that are shared by multiple data sources. A "concept" is a specific word or attribute for a data. For example, in "information assurance", "information" is the context, "assurance" is the concept. A context can be also a location, a time point or an object that are shared across data sources.
III. IMPLEMENTING LLA USING THE INFRASCTRUCTURE OF
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING AGENTS (CLA) Fig. 3 shows the architecture of a CLA, a single agent, representing a single system capable of ingesting and analyzing data sources, while employing a process that separates patterns and anomalies within the data. The separation of patterns and anomalies is a process of unsupervised learning, therefore CLA is a learning agent. Multiple agents can work collaboratively in a network as shown in Fig. 4 . The collaboration or cooperation is achieved through a peer list defined within each agent. Modern agent-based modeling and simulation systems are related to reinforcement learning [10] and other artificial intelligence techniques. In the implementation of LLA, we use CLA to compute and process a large amount of data (e.g., Big Data) in a parallel and distributed manner since the data can be processed separately in each individual agent and in each individual domain. The smart data (i.e., the output of patterns and anomalies) are then fused together. The final patterns and anomalies are based on the total fused data. 
IV. THREE CATEGORIES OF HIGH-VALUE INFORMATION
The LLA/CLA themes are divided three categories based on the number of connected word pairs (edges) within a cluster (intra-cluster) and the number of edges between the themes (inter-cluster):
Authoritative or popular (P) themes: These themes resemble the current search engines ranking measures where the dominant eigenvectors are ranked high because the elements of the dominant eigenvectors tend to not only connect to each other themselves but also connect to the elements outside a group. These represent the main topics in a data. They can be insightful information in two folds: 1) These word pairs are more likely to be shared or cross-validated across multiple diversified domains, so they are considered authoritative. 2) These themes could be less interesting because they are already in the public consensus and awareness and they are considered popular.
Emerging (E) themes:
These themes tend to become popular or authoritative over time.
Anomalous (A) themes:
These themes may not seem to belong to the data domain as compared to others. They are interesting and could be high-value for further investigation.
Community detection algorithms have been illustrated in Newman [18] [19], a quality function (or Q-value), as specifically defined as the "modularity" measure, i.e., the fraction of edges that fall within communities, minus the expected value of the same quantity if edges fall at random without regard for the community structure, is optimized using a "dendrogram" like greedy algorithm. The Q-value for modularity is normalized between 0 and 1 with 1 to be the best and can be compared across data sets.
It was further pointed [19] that formation of the modularity matrix is closely analogous to the covariance matrix whose eigenvectors are the basis for Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Modularity optimization can be regarded as a PCA for networks. Related methods also include Laplacian matrix of the graph or the admittance matrix, and spectral clustering [16]. Newman's modularity assumes a subgraph deviates substantially from its expected total number of edges to be considered anomalous and interesting. However, the measure of an anomaly does not consider the anomalousness among the communities of themselves. In LLA, the clusters with the maximum numbers of word pairs are normal patterns, and then use a statistical test to valid if other clusters are statistically significantly different from the normal ones.
When there is only one agent (i.e., a single CLA), it is the web service that implements the LLA algorithm. When there are multiple CLAs, the separate data sets can be processed by using the LLA method in each CLA in a distributed and parallel fashion, the results are fused recursively.
V. USE CASE FOR DEMONSTRATION: UNSTRUCTURED DATA FROM CROWDSOURCING
We show a use case below to discover high-value information from an unstructured crowdsourcing data source. We will demo LLA/CLA as a platform to analyze the data from the crowdsourcing, provide details about the open innovation project. The methods can be applied to innovation managers in other domains. Summary of the research of this data source is summarized in Section V.A and V.B.
A. Background
Crowdsourcing and distributed collaboration are becoming increasingly important in driving production and innovation in a networked world. The Defense Business Board was recently tasked to review and make recommendations on options for the Department of Defense ( DoD) to engage its workforce and inspire effective collaboration. In the past, the Department of the Navy (DON) Innovation Hatch project served as a virtual in-novation community (https://doninnovation.ideascale.com). The Department of Navy Innovation website (http://www.secnav.navy.mil/innovation/Pages/Home.aspx) is a platform of an open forum for soliciting innovative ideas from all Navy personnel. Each idea is viewed and then analyzed manually now by the domain experts and assigned with a "vote up" score. The "vote up" score can be viewed as a value assessment for each input idea to the Hatch system.
B. Results of Using LLA/CLA
The authors extracted a sample data set around Apr 30, 2016 for one active campaign about 255 ideas. The LLA/CLA does not need training data and "vote up" scores from human analysts are not used in the training. The "vote up" scores are used after the LLA/CLA runs as validation data. Table 1 shows that the 255 ideas are categorized into anomalous, emerging and popular categories using LLA.
• The anomalous ideas have higher total "vote up" scores (1828), higher average "vote up" scores (11.5) and higher percentage of the ideas with a "vote up" score > 10 (17.6%).
• More interestingly, Figure 5 shows if one looks at the time series on how these ideas are evolved, anomalous and emerging information tend to spread more over time. These validate that emerging/anomalous information discovered using LLA/CLA are correlated with the high-value information sought by human analysts (i.e., ideas with higher "vote up" scores from human analysts). 
VI. CONCLUSION
The LLA/CLA is a novel unsupervised learning system which does not need training data. However, the high-value themes discovered are correlated with the human analysts "vote up" scores. This is a real-life use case where "vote up" scores were manually reviewed by human analysts, not the true "ground truth", the result is significant and validates that anomalous information tend to be more interesting and innovative. Furthermore, there could be more interesting ideas in the anomalous category discovered by LLA/CLA that have not been reviewed by human analysts. The LLA/CLA is a significantly different machine learning paradigm that does not require manually labeled training data. The system can be used to automatically discover innovative ideas and highvalue information for other crowdsourcing data sources.
